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About This Game
Kalymn Nox is the Albino Hunter; even his pretentious and slightly racist title can keep him from waking up broke after a night
of drinking. Join him as he takes on various jobs throughout the land which include:
-Spontaneous Engagement
-A Telepathic Lizard
-A Witch with a Poorly Insulated Castle
And hey! That was just in the Demo alone! The Full Version will include various additional plot lines, an updated Battle System,
more Party Members, and even an Interdimensional Mini-Game.
Recommended Age: 14+
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Title: The Albino Hunter
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Cherry Co. Studios
Publisher:
Cherry Co. Studios
Release Date: 10 Mar, 2015
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the hunter albino blacktail. the hunter albino animals. the hunter albino blacktail. the hunter albino brown bear. the hunter cotw
albino. the hunter albino deer. albino the hunter call of the wild. albino the hunter call of the wild. the hunter albinos. the albino
hunter. the albino hunter. the hunter albino mule deer. the hunter albinos. the hunter cotw albino. the hunter albino deer
location. the hunter albino animals. the hunter classic albino. the hunter albino mule deer. the hunter albino deer location. the
hunter classic albino. the hunter albino brown bear. the hunter albino deer
as of this writing(2.1hrs game played)..
i am actually liking this game.. even if it's an RPG Maker game..which most games by the same engine has the most cliche
story..
the characters are great.. the HUMOR is great.. the art is great.. and the combat is actually great..
this game might have a Mixed Review.. but i think it's pretty biased..
PROS:
+Great Sense of Humor jokes
+Fourth Wall Breaks are hilarious.. especially the studio itself are in the game... and their previous characters are in the
company!
+great character design
+good story "SO FAR"(i haven't finished the game yet.. but the story right now is very "cliffhanging")
+simple and easy to learn combat
+wise strategy thinking
CONS:
-bugs may occur(i got a bug where i lost my save.. i don't know how but im glad i'm double saving)
-some crashes(i experienced crashes BEFORE battles.. and i know the devs warned us about the issue so yea..)
-no voiceovers(i DON'T know if it's ok to put voiceovers in a RPG Maker Game but if capable..i wished there's some
voiceovers since sometimes i get dizzy when reading them dialogs..)
that sums pretty much it!
i REALLY recommend this game and hopefully there are more to come(i haven't even finished this game yet!). as of this
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voiceovers since sometimes i get dizzy when reading them dialogs..)
that sums pretty much it!
i REALLY recommend this game and hopefully there are more to come(i haven't even finished this game yet!). Surprisingly
better than what I would expected. Well balanced battles (kinda. once you get Helga and learn how to abuse her dual wield,
you're OP af), funny plot, ultimate bosses and weapons, and you can even be a detective at the end. The plot is the strong point
of the game. I'm not into romance story but the writters (mostly females, i think) merged it well into the adventure.
Now, cons: well. Not sure if I have any, a few minor bugs, and terrible cutscene arts. But that was expected considering the
budget of the game. Would be awesome if they could hire a small artist than trying to sketch it out themselves, though.
ps: No it's not a racist game despite the name. In fact, the plot have anti-racism value. You cant treat someone by their races.
Except rich white guys, especially ones that owns a hotel. Do you even see his face? Definitely evil.. Good RPG. Nice
adventures.
The end of the game is beautiful.
Unfortunately there are some bugs, but you can let it go.
You can do all achievements.
And you can get trading cards too.. Good game but hated the timed part 7/10. I paid nineteen cents for this game. .19$
NINETEEN. And I would happily spend ten dollars. This game is an absolute gem. The RPG mechanics aren't anything new,
true, but the writing is absolutely solid - entertaining and believable while managing to be genuinely funny. Easily worth a look..
So far, I am enjoying it. Story is better than your average rpgmaker rpg storyline. It's on sale for $.19 and I've been playing it for
~2 hours, and I've already gotten my moneys worth. About the crashing: In ~2 hours it has only crashed once, around the 30
minute mark, after I talked to the glitch fairy. It seems the dev(s) are working to fix that, so time will tell.. Surprisingly better
than what I would expected. Well balanced battles (kinda. once you get Helga and learn how to abuse her dual wield, you're OP
af), funny plot, ultimate bosses and weapons, and you can even be a detective at the end. The plot is the strong point of the
game. I'm not into romance story but the writters (mostly females, i think) merged it well into the adventure.
Now, cons: well. Not sure if I have any, a few minor bugs, and terrible cutscene arts. But that was expected considering the
budget of the game. Would be awesome if they could hire a small artist than trying to sketch it out themselves, though.
ps: No it's not a racist game despite the name. In fact, the plot have anti-racism value. You cant treat someone by their races.
Except rich white guys, especially ones that owns a hotel. Do you even see his face? Definitely evil.
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I recommend this title if you are looking for a quirky light heart RPG with an old school battle system. I look forward in future
titles from this author.. I paid nineteen cents for this game. .19$ NINETEEN. And I would happily spend ten dollars. This game
is an absolute gem. The RPG mechanics aren't anything new, true, but the writing is absolutely solid - entertaining and
believable while managing to be genuinely funny. Easily worth a look.. Well it is buggy, but in the developers defense they are
actively working on fixing the issues. The game seems interesting enough (thus far), but in its current state I wouldn't
recommend buying it unless it's seriously discounted. Game breaking bugs are becoming less frequent, but they still render the
game virtually unplayable(it still crashes every ten minutes or so). I will keep trying as new updates become available, and will
consider changing this to a positive review when the game actually works long enough for me to give it a proper chance (I say
consider because I can't tell whether it's any fun or not, not because I'm a stubborn\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
P.S. At the time of this review, I only have an hour or two total invested into the game. I have windows 8.1, and games don't
always close properly, hence why it shows so many hours invested.. I would definitly reccomend this game, the plot is well
thought out and written, and is easy to follow. It does have a tendancy to crash however, usually just as combat is beginning.
Save often and youll be alright.
I do have to say however that you are unable to save during a particular quest that has a time limit, and if you need to speedlevel up for the final battle it will likely keep crashing. I think this is due to an issue with it not clearing memory, however I am
not sure. Despite this this is one of the best rpgs ive played in a ong time. Its also a very affordable price and doesnt take hours
to load, which is good.. I recommend this title if you are looking for a quirky light heart RPG with an old school battle system. I
look forward in future titles from this author.. Honestly. I bought the game becuase it was 19c and the cards for profit but this
game is rather fun. Between the early final fantasy style gameplay and the tounge in cheek explanations for bugs using the glitch
fairy has made for a very nice game.
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